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Some topics we’ve covered in this unit:

� Algorithms and preciseness

– Specifying algorithms

– Precise language

� Procedures/Functions

� Recursion

� Conditional execution

� Operations and expressions

� Spreadsheets

– Formulas

* Absolute position ($)

– Repetition

– Decisions

* IF

* AND, OR, NOT

� QR process:

– Formulate question

– Execute/evaluate

– Interpret the results

– Reasonableness checks

� Data as numbers

– Text

– Images

� Positive integers in binary

– To/from decimal

– To/from hexadecimal

– Relevance of hexadecimal

� Floating-point numbers

– Sci notation/normal form

– Really big/small

– Fractional parts

� Negative numbers

– Complement notation

� Limitations of representations

– # possible distinct values

– Max/min value

– Limited precision/inexactness
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Some connections to think about:

� Recall what was difficult in the Lego exercise. Did similar problems arise
when working with Light-bot or the spreadsheets? Why or why not?

� When writing Light-bot programs, we talked about looking for the part
that repeats in order to decide what to put in a function. How is this
similar/different to what we did with spreadsheet data?

� To make Light-bot repeat an action (once you decided what to repeat),
you called F1 inside of F1 (or F1 called F2 and vice versa). How is this
the same as how we did repetition inside Excel? How is it different?

� Why didn’t we need any conditionals (“IF”) in our Lego exercise? What
form did conditionals take in Light-bot, and why was this form limiting?
Why is the IF in Excel much more powerful?

� When we first talked about image representation, we hadn’t covered
binary yet and just treated each pixel as three cells in a spreadsheet.
Knowing what we now know about representing positive integers in bi-
nary form, what would an actual stored image file be like?

� If you accidentally opened a raw image file as if it were text (that is, the
program interpreted the image data as text data instead), what would
that look like? What about opening a text file as if it were image data?

� What does 01000100 represent?
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Some skills to think about and practice:

� Write instructions for some process very precisely. For instance, could
you describe in words how to tie a shoe? Remember to avoid ambiguous
statements, and to occasionally orient the reader with what should have
happened or what things should look like.

� Follow instructions very precisely. For instance, assembling Lego from
instructions, cooking from recipe, etc. Critique the instructions—how
could they be changed to make them easier to follow correctly?

� Arithmetic expressions.

– Evaluating expressions. Follow the standard order of operations,
and show each step along the way.

– Converting expressions between different forms. Know what is
meant by “in-line” form and what we’re calling the “built-up” alge-
braic form, and how to convert back and forth. Pay close attention
to parentheses!

� Spreadsheet formulas:

– Use formulas in a repetition to discover things about data.

– Refer to parameters using absolute cell references ($). Know when
to use this and when not to!

– Compute values by hand. No complicated math here, but for each
of the functions we’ve seen, know how it would apply to given
spreadsheet data.

– Use functions effectively. Which of the spreadsheet functions should
be used for a particular task?

� Given a character table and some raw data, translate the stored numbers
into characters they represent, and vice versa.

� Given a set of image data, describe how to systematically transform
that data in order to change the corresponding image in predictable
ways (e.g. make everything darker, change image to greyscale, make the
green parts of the image even greener, etc)

� Convert non-negative integers freely between binary, decimal, and hex-
adecimal format.

� Identify negative integers in complement notation and describe how
they’re used.
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As I said, you do not have to memorise the list of available spreadsheet func-
tions. This is the list of functions you’ll be expected to know how to use, and
this list will appear on the exam for you to refer to:

General functions:

COUNT( range )

SUM( range )

AVERAGE( range )

MEDIAN( range )

MAX( range )

MIN( range )

Decision functions:

IF( condition, value-if-true, value-if-false )

ISNUMBER( cell )

AND( condition1, condition2 )

OR( condition1, condition2 )

NOT( condition1 )

You also do not need to memorise any of the character tables we’ve looked
at, but you will be expected to know how to read them and use them. Below,
for instance, is the table for ASCII; if there are questions about other tables,
I will provide the tables in a format similar to this one.
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